
MI-YO MI-YO, IT'S OFF TO STAIN WE GO!
MiYO® Liquid Ceramic offers a completely new approach to 
esthetics. The Jensen MiYO® Liquid Ceramic System gives 
technicians the ability to create esthetic restorations rivalling 
natural teeth in an ultra-thin layer. MiYO currently works with 
all zirconia and lithium disilicate materials and can integrate

into any lab workflow. Use 
MiYO as: a replacement 
in your existing stain 
and glaze process, a 
correction material, or an 
alternative to other costly 
hand-layered ceramics.

The set includes 25 jars and 1 liquid, all uniquely designed to create beautiful high-end esthetics for your zirconia and 
lithium disilicate monolithic restorations. (Ref: J-MI993)

PRETTY IN PINK

The MiYO® Pink Gingival System gives 
technicians the unique ability to create the 
depth, vitality and texture found in natural 
tissue, in unprecedented thicknesses of 0.1mm-
0.2mm.  The system is comprised of 12 self-
glazing colors (6 dense in opacity and 3 highly 
translucent) and 3 structure materials.

IT'S BULLETPROOF, 
NOTHING TO LOSE 
Introducing BEGO's CAD/CAM 
milling blanks: Mediloy M-Co 
for chrome-Cobalt and M-Ti5 for 
titanium. Available in 98mm diameters 
and in various heights, these German-
made biocompatible and corrosion-
resistant might just be the answer 
you're looking for! Both the M-Ti5 
titanium and M-Co chrome-cobalt

BEND AND FLEX, REACH FOR THE STARS
Dia-Flex is a synthetic fiber disc coated with diamond pads in two grit sizes (120um/40um). 
Save time smoothing and eliminate the use of sandpaper in your polishing process. The 
specially designed flexible diamond pads perfectly adapt to the surface of ceramic and resin 
materials. The synthetic fibers also increase the life of these 20mm discs and reduces wear 
compared to Moore's discs, so you're ultimately making a saving when you choose Dia-Flex. 
(Ref: 2 pcs w/ mandrel: 120um - 34000661, 40um - 34000663, 10 pack refills also available)

blanks are perfect for crowns and bridges, metal-ceramics, as well 
as implant prosthetics.

(Ref: M-Co: BG50954/55, or  M-Ti5: BG50591-97)
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SUMMER WILL BE A BREEZE 
WITH COOL TOUCH CASTING
The new and improved Nautilus®  T Induction Cast Cool Touch is a compact, 
benchtop vacuum pressure-casting machine with integrated power cooling, 
induction heating and camera system. It's new capability for network 
connection via LAN or W-LAN enables access to integrated casting log 
archives, as well as access to the service portal 'my.Bego.com' enables direct 
remote diagnosis of the device. The large 7" touch display with intuitive menu 
navigation allows for convenient and easy operation. High-performance 
induction heating guarantees short melting cycles, minimises oxidation and 
thus facilitates subsequent finishing. Integrated power cooling not only saves 
water and helps the environment, it provides for over 50 casts in a row, even 

with high ambient temperatures with moulds made of phosphate-bonded investment materials. Save water and helps to 
protect the environment. (Ref: BG26470EN)

TAKE THE PRESSURE DOWN
The AQUA Stainless Steel Pressure Pot is ideal for a homogenous 
and blister-free polymerization. The 4.5 litre capacity of this pot 
gives room for standard articulators, flasks and reline jigs. The pot 
comes completely equipped with safety valve, manometer and fill-
ing valve with filling hose. You know it'll be great because of its 
German design and manufacturing. (Ref: 100-4.5L)
Also available in a 7 litre capacity. (Ref: 110-7.0L)

The HERTZ Vibrators 
are powerful and reliable 
tools which guarantees 
you considerable power, 
and adjustability with its 
electronic circuit. All you 
need to do to change the 
vibration intensity is press 
the "up and down arrows" 
on the front panel. A 
variable intensity up to 9 on 
the small display indicator. 
In-built and assembled in 
accordance  with standard 

safety rules, the vibrator includes a protection fuse, a standard plug, and a green light switch. Its rubber plane can be 
easily removed for cleaning, which can be done with steam, thanks to the high thermal and mechanical resistance of the 
rubber. This vibrator is noise-free and guarantees a high steadiness by means of a perfect vertical movement, and thanks 
to the four little holdfast feet which allow for perfect adhesion to any type of surface. Available in small, medium and 
large. (Ref: Small - SR192, Medium - SR194 and Large - SR198)

YOU'LL BE PICKING UP GOOD VIBRATIONS


